PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK - "PUBLIC PROCUREMENT STRATEGIES FOR RESPONSIVE & SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT" [SPL 15/23]
FROM: 06/11/2023 TO 08/11/2023

Bindu D Patel, Manager (Contracts)

1. All Course Faculties are Excellent, very Interactive Sessions. Course Contents are Excellent. (Including Course Material)
2. Accommodation is also Excellent.
3. All Food (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, High Tea) are Excellent.
4. Warm Welcoming & Caring all the Times are Excellent.
5. This Training Programme is Memorable to me for Lifetime.
6. Culture Programme < Dinner with NPCIU & NAIR is Really Excellent.
7. Cycle Trip & SOU Visit may be as Excellent as all things in Three Days.
8. I am Waiting for Another Training from NAIR in future.

(bindu.d.patel)
PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK - "PUBLIC PROCUREMENT STRATEGIES FOR RESPONSIVE & SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT" [SPL 15/23]
FROM: 06/11/2023 TO 08/11/2023

Shri. P. V. PRABHU, Head - C& MM, MAPS

1) VERY MUCH INFORMATIVE.
2) VERY MUCH GOOD FACULTIES.
3) THEREFORE ADDED TO EXISTING KNOWLEDGE.
4) EXCELLENT HOSPITALITY.
5) OVERALL GRADING IS "EXCELLENT".

[Signature]
1. First of all "Thank you for a great course", Great presentation style with lots of opportunities to ask questions and talk about real required examples which all made for a really informative course.

2. This has more than my expectation in term of professionally.

Absolutely this course improve my understanding & knowledge of the subject.

4. Faculty members are very knowledgeable and qualified.

Thanks!!
Umesh Nandanwar, Sr. Manager, C&MM, Kakrapar Gujarat, Site

- Training Program contents are very much useful & informative.
- All topics covered in this program are relative to our job profile.
- All faculties explained us in very well and cleared our doubts, queries.
- Study material and PPT’s are very much informative.
- Accommodation & Mess facilities are best.
- Location, Area, campus, sports facilities are very good.
- Some topics needs more time duration to get more ideas. (Topics like: Contract laws, GFR & PPP, GEM developments)
- Overall Excellent learning from my side for this program.
- Online quiz is very much interesting & had fun.
It was indeed a great opportunity to discuss and learn from the faculty. Got to learn the practices followed by other departments and the best practices are the takeaways from going from there.

I hope this will help me in taking my decisions and my day to day work.

- Thanking,
  Karanajit.
PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK - "PUBLIC PROCUREMENT STRATEGIES FOR RESPONSIVE & SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT" [SPL 15/23]
FROM: 06/11/2023 TO 08/11/2023

Mitendra Singh - SO/D

- Training was very interactive and knowledge packed.
- Faculties are highly qualified and experts in their respective field.
- Duration was very short for such lengthy elaborative course.
- Got the chance for clearing real doubts we were facing in our work from experts who are working as head/directors in that field.

08/11/2023
Gaurav Singh, Senior Manager-C&MM.

Course material was relevant & classroom sessions were conducted in a very good manner. The sessions were very interactive with no dull moments.

It was a pleasure to attend the above program at NAIR, Vadodara.
A Parthiban – Head, CMM-Works

Well organized structured training program. Very good hospitality, lectures are highly experienced and having high knowledge. Training program was very good and very useful. By attending the training program, many concepts were cleared. Looking forward to attend many more programs like this at NAIR. Soft copy of the training material shall be shared. Thank you very much to NAIR for giving opportunity for attending this training program.

A Parthiban
08/11/23
SUMANGALA NAIK SR. MANAGER (CMM)

The course was very knowledgeable and informative. Great presentation with lots of opportunities to ask questions and get favourable answers which is useful in our day-to-day official work.

I would recommend the course as it provides good learning.

A very good course, enjoyed and learnt a lot.

Thank you one and all for the training session.
Participated in the training from 06/11/2023 to 08/11/2023. Overall the course content was informative and useful. Facilitators were good enough to explain the subject content and giving answers to our doubts. Accommodation arrangement is very good and quality of food is average.

Following are the observations but are not to be taken as complaints:
3) On first day, 1st session, we were expecting that introduction session of participants but directly classes started.
2) Cultural event of yesterday's evening was very good. Arrangements of the event were very good. But the chief guest attended the event was not addressed the gathering. Overall experience is outstanding.
PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK - "PUBLIC PROCUREMENT STRATEGIES FOR RESPONSIVE & SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT" [SPL 15/23] 
FROM: 06/11/2023 TO 08/11/2023

Praveen Lagudu, Manager (C&MM) - Kaiga Site

COURSE TOPIC: 4/5
ACCOMMODATION: 5/5
FOOD: 4/5

SUGGESTIONS: Topic about "Insurance" also may be included considering the relevance to SCM. Certification may also be added.
Session on GFR & Public Procurement Policy can be kept for 1 full day

Inclusion of AI & Chat GPT was something new & different from regular training.
Overall course was good & worthy. All the topics were relevant as well as interesting. Topics like AI & EL were also beneficial brought different perspective to me.

Net & oil policy were class has cleared my doubt, very well written procedures. So overall course is good.
PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK - "PUBLIC PROCUREMENT STRATEGIES FOR RESPONSIVE & SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT" [SPL 15/23]
FROM: 06/11/2023 TO 08/11/2023

Ishan, DM CMM

Very informative and practical sessions
Any session on role of consignee can be included in future.
Bharati Kamble Sr Manager F&A

Faculty were excellent and provided lot of informatio
clarifications on practical problems faced by us.
The facility of guest house including food
management was good. Thanks to HAIR
for arranging this training session and
helped for contributing to enhance our knowledge.
PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK - “PUBLIC PROCUREMENT STRATEGIES FOR RESPONSIVE & SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT” [SPL 15/23]
FROM: 06/11/2023 TO 08/11/2023

J S Shukla

Training Program is very much useful to carry our decision making during works in Procurement Process.

Faculties are very much interactive & make schedules & Topic fully explain in details.

Thank to NAIR Team members for delivery Best contents on Topic 
& Related Subject.
Jeetendra K Dash, DM (C&MM)

Session on public procurement policy need to be given more time.

More time need to be given for Q&A session.

Overall training is very good and it has focused on clearly issues of recent times.

Training session related to communication is also excellent and professor here have coordinated well to make it understandable.
Yogesh Jadhav - Deputy Manager (CMM)

- Sessions were very well organized & were in line with our day to day activities & tasks.
- Many of the plenary with & helped to policies especially MSE & HSE were cleared.
- Mechanisms that are implemented in Railways with help to procurement were very good to know & will be trying to work in similar manner at our end.
The training was an opportunity to look beyond the practices being employed at our own respective sites/locations, interacting with counterparts from other sites and witnessing/experiencing functions/facilities of Railways who are operating at a much larger scale. Meeting with/hearing to experts from Railways, GME & Ministry of Finance was a learning experience to introspect our own procedures and improve upon them.

On improvement front, following are the submissions:
1) Duration of the programme may please be revised on...
The training was very informative & very good.

All the faculties were very good.

The hospitality was also very good.

I have gathered lots of information, which will help me to work very smoothly in my daily to day activities in NPCIL.
The overall program was very informative & useful. Clarified most of the doubts as far as services are concerned. Such training is a must for all CEMM officials.
PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK - "PUBLIC PROCUREMENT STRATEGIES FOR RESPONSIVE & SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT" [SPL 15/23]
FROM: 06/11/2023 TO 08/11/2023

Mangesh Bhagwat, Head CMM, TAPS.

The topics covered under this SPL 15/23 programme is well covered & very well managed. The hospitality and rooms provided for staying in a historic place is very pleasant & enjoyable. The time duration of training should be of minimum week time so that more subject should be covered.

Faculty member of each & every subject is very knowledgeable & experience provided presentation with live examples.

08/11/2023
PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK - "PUBLIC PROCUREMENT STRATEGIES FOR RESPONSIVE & SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT" [SPL 15/23]
FROM: 06/11/2023 TO 08/11/2023

Mahantesh Kajagar, Head CMM, KKNPP.

Informativ & well organised.

The competency of the faculties is excellent.

KLG
8/11/2023
P. Udayakumar SOE CMM-Works

Environment of NAIR is excellent in all aspects. Reception, Transportation, Room Service, Hospitality, maintaining cleanliness in the campus. Training facilities are very good in nature.

Maintaining hygiene and services very urgent in NAIR campus.
Videha Pathre Manager (CMM)

The three days training program at NAIR was very well arranged and well structured. We gained a lot of knowledge and will surely help us to perform our day to day tasks. I feel more time should have been given to contract law section. 

Videha Pathre
PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK - “PUBLIC PROCUREMENT STRATEGIES FOR RESPONSIVE & SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT” [SPL 15/23] FROM: 06/11/2023 TO 08/11/2023

Madan Vivarekar - DGM (C&MM)

1. The course contents were tailored to suit our requirements, however, the topics were covered superficially due to paucity of time.
2. We could able to clear many of our doubts.
3. Hospitality was good and our stay was very good.
4. Experience of having folk orchestra & dinner in front of palace was very pleasant.

Thank you.
The training program on Public Procurement Strategies conducted at NAIR, particularly in the context of MSEls and Public Procurement Policy is essential and crucial to all Bidders and Contractors to understand. The facilitators of NAIR are highly professional and knowledgeable and able to answer all our queries. However, the current duration allotted for the course is insufficient, and we need to extend the course duration. The training program will leverage our approach to deal with Public Procurement Policy and working with NAIR creates memorable experiences, especially for NAIR as well as NPCIL CMM officials through warmth and services.
The sessions were very interactive and informative. NAIR campus is well maintained and lush green. It is a very good feeling to be able to spend some quality time in NAIR. Faculty has a strong practical experience of working in Railways.
D. Joseph Israel, Manager (M)

Lectures have been delivered with clarity. All the doubts are cleared by the faculty. Hospitality at NAIIR is amazing. Wonderful stay we had at NAIIR.

Material handling & Insurance management could have been included for training. Gem-related sessions could have avoided as the session was very basic. If field visit is made to some of Railway's stores, it will be great & informative.

Thank you NAIIR for the great time & valuable lectures.